ROUTE BARRÉE

Πόλη. Πολίτης. Πολιτισμός. Πολιτική. Πολιτεία.
eudaimonia
Kρίση
CRISIS

* An unstable or crucial time or state of affairs
КРИΣΗ CRITICAL THOUGHT

Faculty for analytic and synthetic thinking
Politeia 2.0
Web 1.0  Web 2.0

1. Read only → Read/Write
2. Individual function → Collective function
3. Simple structure → Chaotic emergence of order
4. Solitary → Collaborative
5. Users can read but not participate → Users are active in sharing ideas and knowledge
6. Formal, one-sided relationships → Friendly and casual multi-faceted relationships
Project Overview

Knowledge Sharing
- Visual Material / Presentations
- Article / Research Papers
- Videos / Documentaries

Crowdfunding
- Interview Project
- Labobservatory
- Forum
- IDEA|TOPOS Conference
- Citizenship Festival
- Citizens’ Information Points - Satellite Events Agenda

Networking
- People Organizations

Experience/Action
- Events
- Activities
Voices of Democracy

A mosaic of perspectives

Deliverables
A. 100 Videos (1–3 min. length)
B. Youtube & Vimeo Channel
C. Documentary Film: Democracy Re–born (90 min.)
Labobservatory

Deliverable

Extended database of vibrant case studies of successful applications of participatory decision-making processes and related tools and technological applications from around the world.
Citizenship Festival

On the Occasion of the 2400 year anniversary of founding of Plato’s Academy (2013) and the XXIII World Congress of Philosophy which will take place in Athens in August 2013, major cultural and educational institutions as well as independent groups and NGOs are coordinated to put together a Citizenship Festival in Athens.

Deliverable

74 events engaging at least 20 partners from the cultural, educational and touristic sectors.
IDEA|TOPOS

The second edition which shall focus on Place Identity & Citizens’ Engagement.
IDEA|TOPOS as a brand aims to build bridges between ideas (‘idea’) and places (‘topos’) in order to create the ideal (‘ideato’).

Deliverables

125 presentations in 3 parallel sessions throughout 3 days (October 2013) focusing on: Participatory Design, E-Democracy, Civic Education etc.
Deliberative Polling

A platform that coordinates structured online discussions and consultations through which new ideas and suggestions are developed on specific pre-determined topics and within a concrete timeframe.

Deliverable

A structured forum focusing on specific topics, generating summaries, status reports, conclusions of all discussions
This is what we do
This is who we are

Citizens 2.0
And it’s good
Some have noticed...

**The Guardian**
The Greeks who are swimming against the tide
While many Greeks are choosing to move abroad, others are staying put – or even coming home – to help get their country back on its feet.

**The Huffington Post**
Greece: Time for a Peaceful Revolution

**Financial Times**
Imagine the City
With your help we can do more
Center for Democracy
Politeia 2.0
Democracy reborn
politeia2.com
Thank you
Merci
Ευχαριστώ